
Grade 12 

Geography 

Work for Thursday 16 April to Thursday 23 April 2020 

 

Hi Grade 12’s! 

 

We hope that you are well and keeping yourself motivated? 

 

I would like to stress to you that you do not need to feel anxious about completing 

the syllabus this year. We are going to manage the content and ensure that you 

are prepared. If you work through the work supplied and keep motivated, you will 

be prepared for the final exams.  

 

This is new to all of us and we just need to look at school differently, you are now 

in charge of your work schedule and you need to structure your day to work 

through the tasks ahead. Avoid distractions and focus on one task at a time and 

focus on one day at a time. 

 

I will be putting up work each Thursday until we return to school. Some of the 

work that we are going to download will need to be handed in on your return for 

marks and some will be activities and mock tests for you to familiarize yourself 

with the exam questions. Memos will be posted the following week so that you can 

check your answers. 

 

At any stage, if you require extra information please email me at 

jmarx@northcliffhigh.co.za. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:jmarx@northcliffhigh.co.za


WEEK 1 16-23 APRIL 2020 (4 hours of work to be covered). 

 

TOPICS TO BE COVERED: 

 

1. REVISE FLUVIAL LANDFORMS 

2. LONGITUDINAL AND CROSS PROFILES OR TRANSVERSE PROFILES 

3. GRADED AND UNGRADED STREAMS 

4. REJUVENATION 

 

We will be using three resources simultaneously: 

 

1. YouTube videos found under video links under resource 

2. Explore Textbook Grade 12 

3. Geomorphology slides provided. 

 

1. Fluvial Landforms. 
 

Watch the YouTube video under the heading Fluvial Landforms and read through 

your textbook pages 47 - 50. 

 

a) Write the heading in your classwork book and start making summary notes 

using the Geomorphology slides, textbook and video. Ensure you understand 

the content and add any relevant information from the video to enhance 

your notes. 

b) Take out the key words/terms and create a list of definitions so that you 

can learn these easily (research words on Google): 

 

1 Headward erosion: 

2 Spurs: 

3 Rapids: 

4 Waterfalls: 

5 Sheetflow: 

6 Mass movements: 

7 Meanders: 

8 Alluvial fans: 



9 Floodplain: 

10 Alluvium: 

11 Levees: 

12 Braided streams: 

13 Ox bow lakes:  

14 Meander scar: 

14 Distributaries: 

16 Delta: 

 

c) Under meanders please make sure you add the following diagram and 

description by drawing it into your book. 

Diagram showing a cross profile of a river meander showing the Slip-

off Slope and the Cut-off slope 

 
 

A cross section of a meander would show that on the outside bend, the channel is 

very deep and concave. This is because the outside bend is where the river flows 

fastest and is most energetic, so lots of erosion by hydraulic action and corrasion 

takes place. River cliffs form on the outside bend as the river erodes laterally. 

The inside bend is shallower with a gentle slip-off slope made of sand or shingle 

that is brought across from the outside bend by the helicoidal (cork screw 

like)flow of the river. The river flows much slower on the inside bend so some 

deposition takes place, contribution to the slip-off slope. 

 



d) Under Ox-Bow Lakes add the following diagram by drawing it into your 

books: 

 
 

2. Longitudinal and Cross Profiles of a River 
 

 

Watch the You Tube video under the heading Longitudinal and Cross Profiles and 

read through your textbook pages 45-47 

 

a) Write the heading in your classwork book and start making summary notes 

using the Geomorphology slides, textbook and video. Ensure you understand 

the content and add any relevant information from the video to enhance 

your notes. 

b) Take out the key words/terms and create a list of definitions so that you 

can learn these easily (research words on Google) 

 

1 Longitudinal profile: 

2 Transverse profile/cross profile: 



3 Upstream: 

4 Downstream: 

4 Temporary base level: 

6 Vertical erosion: 

7 Permanent base level/ultimate base level: 

8 Gorge: 

 

c) Complete the River Profile Worksheet Pages 52-53. 

Answer Question 1 and 2 (answers will be provided next week) 

 

3. Graded and Ungraded Rivers  
 

Read through your textbook pages 46 and 51 

 

River Grading Is the state of balance/equilibrium between rate of erosion and 

rate of deposition. It can be used in two ways: graded river and graded profile. 

Graded River Here the river has just enough energy to carry its load neither 

erosion or deposition is occurring (Results in graded profile) Graded Profile Is a 

smooth concave profile which is steep at the source and gentle at the mouth 

 

Ungraded Profile 

Is a river profile that has irregularities/obstruction/temporary base levels along 

its path (It is not smooth). 

 

Ultimate Base Level/Permanent Base Level The lowest point to which a river can 

erode, sea level Temporary Base Level Is a point along a river’s course that 

prevents it from eroding any deeper at the moment but may be eroded through 

or change in time. (Results in ungraded profile). 

 

a) Write the heading in your classwork book and start making summary notes 

using the Geomorphology slides and textbook. Ensure you understand the 

content and add any relevant information from the video to enhance your 

notes. 

 

b) Take out the key words/terms and create a list of definitions so that you 

can learn these easily(research words on Google) : 



 

1 Velocity 

2 Graded river 

3 Ungraded river 

4 Overgraded river 

5 Undergraded river 

 

c) Complete worksheet activity on page 53, Question 3 (answers will be 

provided next week) 

 

4. Rejuvenation  

 
This section is always asked so make sure you understand the concept. 

 

Watch the YouTube video under the heading Rejuvenation and read through your 

textbook pages 53-54 

 

a) Write the heading in your classwork book and start making summary notes 

using the Geomorphology slides, textbook and video. Ensure you understand 

the content and add any relevant information from the video to enhance 

your notes. 

b) Take out the key words/terms and create a list of definitions so that you 

can learn these easily (research words on Google): 

 

1 Rejuvenated river 

2 Isostatic uplift 

3 Carrying capacity 

4 Valley within a valley 

5 River terraces 

6 Knickpoint waterfalls 

7 Entrenched or incised meanders 

 

c) Complete worksheet activity on page 54-55, Answer ALL the questions 

(answers will be provided next week) 

 



WEEK 2: 23-30 APRIL 

 

Topics to be covered; 

 

1. Answers to activities in Week 1 

2. River Capture 

3. Superimposed and Antecedent drainage patterns 

4. Catchment and River Management 

5. Past exam questions on Fluvial Process to end of River 

Management 

 

WEEK 3: 30 APRIL – 7 MAY 

 

Topics to be covered: 

 

1. The study of settlements 

2. Concept of settlement, site and situation 

3. Site of a settlement 

4. Situation of a settlement 

5. Rural and urban settlements 

6. Settlement Classification 

7. Classification of Rural Settlement – patterns, functions 

and reasons for different shapes 

8. Land use in rural settlements 

 
 

 



Geomorphology 

of Rivers
Grade 12



Drainage Basins



Drainage Basin

The total area drained by a river 

system and its tributaries 

















Watershed
High lying land/ground that separates 

one drainage basin from another

Interfluve
Smaller high lying land that separates rivers 

from one another in a drainage basin

Spurs found between individual channels 



Catchment Area

Area from where a river gets its 

water supply



River System
The main river and the tributaries 

that join it

Tributaries 

Smaller rivers that join a main river 



Source
Place where a river begins 

Mountains

Can be a spring, lake or wetland



Mouth
Area where the river enters the sea 

or a larger body of water such as a 

lake

Place where a river ends 



Confluence 

The point where a tributary meets 

the main river 







Evaporation 
Liquid water changes to water 

vapour gas

Transpiration 
Water is taken up by plant roots and 

given off as water vapour by the leaves



Overland Flow
Water moves over the land surface 

Can also be called sheet flow

Channel Flow
Water flows within a river channel



Permeable Rock 
Rock through which water can pass 

through

Impermeable Rock
Rock through which water cannot 

pass



Porous Rock 

Rock which is able to retain water

Non-porous Rock

Rock which cannot retain water



Infiltration
Water seeps from the surface into 

the soil 

Ground water 

Water found below the surface



Base Flow
Underground water that flows into a 

river 



Water Table 
Water seeps through the soil until it 

reaches impermeable rock 

The water table is the upper surface 

of the saturated rock and soil

Where there are gentle slopes, 

infiltration is greater, so the water 

table is higher on flatter slopes



Wetland 
Where the water table interacts with 

the surface

Spring 
Often called an 'oog' in SA

Where a river emerges from underground 

Often the source of a river on the surface





Types of River



Perennial Rivers
Flow all year round

Surface of the water table is above 

the river bed

E.g. Tugela River



Periodic/Seasonal Rivers
Only flow during the rainy season

The water table becomes too low 

during the dry season

E.g. Limpopo River





Episodic Rivers
Flow only after heavy rains 

Found in areas with low rainfall

Not supplied by the water table 

E.g. Auob and Nossob Rivers in the 

Northern Cape





Exotic Rivers 
Source is in high rainfall regions but 

flows through dry regions

E.g. Orange River - source is on the 

eastern side of SA but flows across 

the dry western side to the west 

coast 



Types of River Channel



Straight 
Occurs in the youthful stage

Mountainous - steep gradient 

River course (path) determined by 

faults and joints in the underlying 

rock





Meandering 
River bends or winds

Occurs in mature stage and old stage

Inner bank: gentle slope or slip-off 

slope, deposition

Outer bank: steep slope or cliff or cut-

bank, erosion 





Braided 
Occurs where gradient is very gentle or flat 

- valley base or old stage

River is wide

Deposition of alluvium creates sandbanks 

which split the channel into distributaries

Alluvium is very fertile 





Drainage Density



Drainage density 

= Total length of all rivers in a basin 

(km)

Total area of basin (km )
2



Depends on the amount of water in 

the basin

LOW HIGH



High Density

18 - 24 km/km 

High runoff

Lots of rivers

E.g. Eastern regions of 

SA 

Very High Density

More than 24 km/km

2

2



Medium Density

8 - 18 km/km 

Medium runoff

2



Low Density

Less than 8 km/km 

Low runoff (high 

infiltration) 

Few rivers

E.g. Western SA 

and Northern Cape

2



Evaporation rate

• High = less runoff = lower density

• Low = more runoff = higher density

Climate

• High rainfall = high runoff = high density

• Low rainfall = dry = high infiltration = low 

density

Factors Influencing:



Rainfall

• Hard thunderstorms = more runoff = 

higher density

• Gentle rain = high infiltration = low 

density

Gradient

• Steep = more runoff = higher density

• Gentle = high infiltration = low density



Rock type

• Porous/permeable rock = more 
infiltration = lower density

• Impermeable = more runoff = high 
density

Vegetation 

• Few plants = more runoff = high density

• More plants = more infiltration = low 
density



Drainage Patterns



Determined by the underlying rock 

structure

Often asked in mapwork 



Dendritic 

Like the veins on a leaf

Underlying rock is uniform in 

resistance - has NO influence 

Sedimentary or massive igneous 

rock





Radial 

Streams radiate outwards from a 

high lying area

Dome shaped features 

Often on massive igneous rock





Rectangular 

Tributaries join at right angles

Underlying rock is jointed igneous 

rock with many faults 

Streams follow cracks





Deranged 

Streams follow irregular paths

Swampy areas and small ponds are 

common 

Typical of areas recently exposed 

as a glacier retreats 





Centripetal 

Streams follow towards a central 

low lying area (inland)

Swampy areas and small ponds are 

common 





Trellis 
Parallel short tributaries that join the 

main stream at 90°

Found where sedimentary rock is 

folded into parallel ranges or there 

are alternating hard (ridges) and 

soft layers (valleys)





Parallel 

Streams flow parallel to each other

Flow in same direction 

Result of uniformly steep slope





Stream Order



A quantitative analysis of a drainage basin

Streams with no tributaries are first order

streams

When two first order streams meet they 

become second order streams

When two second order streams meet they 

become third order streams....

When a low order stream meets a higher 

order stream, the order remains unchanged 
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The number of low order streams 

(first and second...) is high



The lower the order, the shorter the length

The higher the order, the longer the length



The lower the order, the steeper the gradient 

The higher the order, the gentler the gradient 



The lower the order, the smaller the basin 

The higher the order, the larger the basin 
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River Discharge 



Discharge - The volume of water 

passing a point in a given period of 

time

Water moves due to gravity down a 

slope towards the sea  



Turbulent Flow - Occurs where the 

river bed is steep and uneven (high 

friction). Water continually changes 

levels and appears to seethe and 

bubble but flows slowly 



Laminar Flow - Occurs where the 

river bed is even and smooth or 

deep (low friction). Water moves 

rapidly in parallel sheets





Hydrograph
Recording of river discharge 





Rainfall 



Discharge

= amount 

of water 

moving 

past a 

recording 

device 



Rainfall peak = 

the highest 

amount of rainfall 



Peak 

discharge = 

the highest 

amount of 

discharge



Lag time = 

the time 

interval 

between the 

rainfall peak 

and peak 

discharge 



Base flow = the ground 

water entering the river



Bankfull = the water height 

is at the top of the banks

Flood = the 

water height is 

above bankfull 



River Profiles 



Longitudinal Profile

The concave representation of river 

gradient from the source to the 

mouth



Source

Mouth
Youthful stage

Mature stage
Old stage



Changes in gradient cause irregularities 

Temporary base level - temporary 

obstruction to flow (e.g. Resistant rock 

resulting in a waterfall; a dam)

Permanent base level - lowest level of 

erosion = sea level



Transverse Profile

Cross sectional profile 

Width of a channel

Influenced by:

• Gradient

• Erosion/deposition 







Fluvial Landforms



Read through your Explore 

book to ensure you are 

familiar with each landform, 

where it is found and how it is 

created



Upper Course 



Waterfalls 



Rapids 



Middle Course 



Meanders 



Oxbow Lakes 



Lower Course 



Floodplains 



Alluvial Fan/delta



Levees 



Braided Streams 



River Grading



Graded Rivers

Rate of erosion = rate of deposition

Smooth, concave longitudinal profile

No obstructions in its path (I.e. no 

rapids, waterfalls etc.)



Ungraded Rivers
Profile is not smooth

Flow is broken up by rapids and 

waterfalls and lakes

Over-graded - have greater erosion than 

deposition = eroded channels

Under-graded - have little energy = 

deposition = sand banks



Ungraded

Graded





Rejuvenation



Process whereby a river gains 

energy to erode downwards

Caused by: 

• A drop in sea level

• Uplift of land

• Increase in rainfall

• River capture





Old sea level

New sea level

Knick point marked by a waterfall or rapids 

Zone of erosion



Resulting Features

Knick Point

Sharp bend in a river

Where old level of erosion meets 

new level of erosion

Waterfall 





Terrace

Step-like features

Show the location of the floodplain 

before rejuvenation







Valley within a Valley

Erosion of a new valley within the old 

valley

Rapid vertical erosion results in the 

new valley having steep slopes 





Incised Meanders / Entrenched 

Meanders / Ingrown Meanders

Meanders are cut deeper through 

vertical erosion

Usually due to increased rainfall





River Capture



Also called river piracy

An energetic river meets the 

course of another less energetic 

river and diverts it's headwaters 

into that of the other drainage 

basin through the process of 

headward erosion



Headward erosion - A river extends 

its course by cutting back upstream 

whilst still flowing in the same 

direction



Abstraction
Watershed is lowered

Energetic river is able to erode upwards 

from the source

Erodes closer to a less energetic river on 

the other side

E.g. Rivers along the east coast are 

eroding more energetically towards the 

Orange river sources 





Drakensberg 

West East

FREE 

STATE 

KWAZULU 

NATAL 

Orange River-

gentle gradient Tutelage River -

steep gradient 

Watershed



Drakensberg 

West East

FREE 

STATE 

KWAZULU 

NATAL 

Orange River-

gentle gradient Tutelage River -

steep gradient 

OLD 

Watershed

NEW 

Watershed

1m lower on the eastern side per 300 years

River 

sources are 

closer



Process
Need two rivers - one on each side of a 
watershed 

One river is flowing with more energy (steeper 
gradient) and on a lower level

Energetic river experiences more headward 
erosion (i.e. Source moves backwards)

River cuts through watershed until it reaches 
the less energetic river

Flow from the less energetic river is diverted 
into the more energetic river











Resulting Features

Wind Gap

Dry river valley below the elbow of 

capture

Elbow of Capture

Point where the capture occurred 



Captor Stream (pirate stream)

The energetic stream that robbed the 

waters of another

Captured Stream (captive river)

The less energetic river that was 

captured by the captor



Misfit Stream (beheaded stream)

Stream that lost it's headwaters

Gravels

Stones and pebbles found in the 

wind gap (dry valley)



Impact on Captor
Volume of water increases

More energy

More erosion

Larger drainage basin

It becomes rejuvenated



Superimposed and 

Antecedent Drainage Patterns





Superimposed 
River erodes downwards through soft 
sedimentary rock and maintains its original 
course (shape) 

Even when it erodes to reach older rock 
structures it maintains its course 

Appears as if the river has been placed over the 
landscape

E.g. Vaal river







Antecedent 
River flowed over a landscape creating a course

Uplift of the land happened (faulting/folding/uplift)

Uplift was slower or equal to the rate of erosion 

by the river

River is able to maintain its course by cutting a 

gorge into the uplifted land

E.g. Orange River 









River Management 



Importance of Clean Water 

and Rivers

Health - drinking 

and bathing

Domestic use

Agriculture

Hydroelectricity 

Food - fish

Recreation

Tourism

Biodiversity and 

habitats



Importance of Wetlands

Store water

Supply rivers

Purify water

Reduce acidity 

Filter sand out

Flood control

Habitat and 

water source for 

many plants and 

animals 

Biodiversity 



Why do they need 

management?

Arid Country + high demand

Water resources are unevenly distributed

Access for all to clean water

Healthy ecosystems 

Sustainable development 

Protect them from harm - pollution, draining...



Management needs to be of:

• Groundwater

• Rivers

• Wetlands

• Dams

• Lakes

Interconnected!



Read pages 58 and 

59 in your Explore 

books


